Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

Word
labyrinth

1.
2.

n. [complex system of paths or tunnels in which it is easy to
get lost] maze. Adj. labyrinthine
n. [any structure, arrangement or character which is
extremely complex or perplexing] intricacy; complexity

Analogy:
labyrinthine : simplicity :: jejune : interest
labyrinthine : direct :: ribald : seemly
laconic ®

adj. [brief and to the point] terse; crisp; curt; concise;
uncommunicative

voluble; verbose;
garrulous; lengthy

Analogy:
voluble : laconic :: dexterous : inept
laconic : volubility :: audacious : trepidation
laity

n. [all people who are not members of the priesthood] laymen

lancet

n. [a small, two-edged surgical knife used for making incisions or
punctures] lance

lap

1.
2.

clergy

v. [to drink a liquid by dipping and taking up with the tongue
in the manner of a dog]
v. [to strike gently with a light splashing sound, said of
waves]

larceny

n. [the act of taking away someone else’s belongings without
consent and with the intention of permanently depriving the
owner of them] burglary; thievery; theft; robbery

larder

n. [place where food supplies of a house are kept] pantry
Analogy:
larder : food :: wardrobe : clothes
larder : provisions :: vault : valuables

lascivious

adj. [filled with lust] lecherous; lewd; libidinous; licentious;
lubricious; lustful; salacious; incontinent; prurient

lassitude ®

n. [a state or feeling of being tired or lack of interest] languor;
lethargy; sluggishness; torpidity; listlessness; fatigue; stupor
Analogy: lassitude : stir :: arrogance : defer

vivaciousness; vim;
sprightliness; verve;
animation; vitality;
ebullience; exuberance

latent ®

adj. [existing but invisible or inactive] potential; dormant;
quiescent; abeyant; passive

obvious; manifest; evident;
active; operative

laud ®

v. [praise or honor] exalt; extol; eulogize; flatter; commend;
glorify; proclaim; acclaim

malign; inveigh; deride;
defame

Analogy: laud : homage :: counsel : advise
leeway

1.
2.

lethargic ®

n. [a permissible difference allowing freedom to move within
specified limits] allowance; margin; tolerance; latitude
n. [margin of time, money, etc.]

adj. [abnormally dull or inactive] sluggish; inert; drowsy;
listless; languid; languorous
Analogy: lethargic : energy :: craven : courage

levee ®

1.
2.

n. [a barrier built to prevent flooding by a river or to keep out
the sea] embankment; dike; dyke; dam
n. [formal reception]

Analogy:
levee : flood :: rampart : invasion
levee : river :: cordon : crowd

energetic; animated;
vigorous

